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ova, Olga Nanasiova and Jan Amos Vsek
This Speial Issue of Kybernetika onsists of the papers of the theory of probability,mathematial statistis, non-lassial approahes to the unertainty (the fuzzy setsand quantum strutures) and numerial mathematis. Most of the papers havebeen written by the sientists, whih presented plenary letures at the PRASTANonferene (Josef Stepan, Jaromr Antoh, Jozef Komornk, Magda Komornkova,Gejza Wimmer, Andrej Pazman, Lubomr Kubaek, Beloslav Riean, Milan Mares,Angela Handloviova, Stefan Varga).Roughly speaking, the papers in this issue an be grouped into three parts. Therst one onsists of seven papers devoted to the theory of probability, random pro-esses and mathematial statistis. A stohasti diusion model for the spread of asuseptible-infetive-removed Kermak{MKendri epidemi in a population, whihsize is a martingaleNt that solves the Engelbert{Shmidt stohasti dierential equa-tion, is proposed by J. Stepan and D. Hlubinka. They prove theorems on a uniquestrong and weak existene of the solution to this stohasti dierential equation andthey also perform omputer simulations.The survey paper on testing a homogeneity of stohasti proesses and on hangepoint problem by J. Antoh and D. Jaruskova overs rather a broad area. It startswith Poisson proess and nally the estimations of the intensity of a Poisson proessare studied. The goal of the paper presented by J. Komornk and M. Komornkova isto sum up a series of studies reahed by the authors and some of their ollaborators onregime-swithing models. Speial attention is paid to threshold variables, transitionfuntions and their onstrution via aggregation operators. Some further problemsrelated to testing adequay are indiated and disussed.The linear omparative alibration problem is presented by G. Wimmer and V.Vtkovsky. They suggest an iterative algorithm for estimation the parameters of theanalysis funtion (inverse of the alibration line), and the problem of deriving theapproximate ondene region for the parameters is solved. The paper devoted topossible optimality riteria when the models are nonlinear and the observations areorrelated is written by A. Pazman. Tests proedures for the ases that the ovari-ane matrix is either totally unknown, or partially unknown (variane omponents),or totally known are given by L. Kubaek. A onstrution of approximate on-dene intervals on the variane omponent in mixed linear models with two varianeomponents with more than minimum observations available is onsidered and also
394a small simulation study is provided by B. Arendaka.The seond group of three papers is devoted to the study of non-lassial ap-proahes to the unertainty. A brief survey on some reent developments in theprobability theory on tribes and MV-algebras is presented by B. Riean. The surveyonerns denitions and basi properties of probabilities (or states) and observablesin more general strutures: MV-algebras, IF-events, L-latties. Another approahto the unertainty is presented by M. Mares in his survey paper. He summarizes themain fuzzy approahes to vague data proessing, to disuss their main advantagesand also their essential limitations, and to speify their plae in the wide sale ofinformation and knowledge proessing methods eetive for vague data. A straight-forward generalization of the robust estimation of oeÆients of lassial regressionmodel on a robust estimation of oeÆients of fuzzy regression model and provesseveral simple assertions is proposed by S. Varga.Finally, the last group of papers is devoted to numerial mathematis and itsappliations. Z. Kriva and A. Handloviova deal with the problem of image pro-essing, ltration and image segmentation. They present eÆient numerial shemesfor solving the proposed problems, and also several useful numerial properties andomputations are inluded. N. Dikoussar and Cs. Torok present methods from niteelement methods, spline interpolation, and nonlinear regression. The paper aboutone interesting approah to the pieewise approximation of funtions with noise isgiven by Cs. Torok and M. Revayova. The paper by S. Stastnk, J. Vala and H.Kmnova deals with an interesting problem from ivil engineering and the main topiis modeling of basi thermal tehnial harateristis of building materials. An ef-fetive numerial algorithm for solving suh types of problems is also presented. Thelast paper by J. Sembera, J. Maryska, J. Kralovova and O. Severyn is devoted to thevery atual problem of modeling of groundwaterow in fratured porous medium.Not only mathematial formulation of the problem but also numerial results arepresented.We are indebted to the authors of all ontributions as well as to all referees whoenabled us to prepare this Speial Issue of Kybernetika.Angela Handloviova, Department of Mathematis, Faulty of Civil Engineering, SlovakUniversity of Tehnology, Radlinskeho 11, 813 68 Bratislava. Slovak Republi.e-mail: angelamath.skOlga Nanasiova, Department of Mathematis, Faulty of Civil Engineering, Slovak Uni-versity of Tehnology, Radlinskeho 11, 813 68 Bratislava. Slovak Republi.e-mail: olga.nanasiovastuba.skJan Amos Vsek, Department of Maroeonomis and Eonometris, Institute of Eo-nomi Studies, Faulty of Soial Sienes, Charles University, Smetanovo nabrez 6,110 01 Praha 1 and Institute of Information Theory and Automation { Aademy of Si-enes of the Czeh Republi, Pod Vodarenskou vez 4, 182 08 Praha 8. Cze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